TOWN OF SOUTH BETHANY
Minutes – Canal Water Quality Committee Meeting
August 12, 2014 (1:00 PM) at the South Bethany Town Hall


Meeting Called to Order At 1:00 PM – Members present were George Junkin, Dave Wilson,
Jim Gross, Jack Whitney, Frank McNeice, Ron Wuslich. Also present was Jim Gross, Member
of Council.



Discussion of Diffuser Performance – Dave Wilson Presented hand held meter readings
from the Rt. 1 bulkheads for Petherton and Brandywine for comparison to assess the
effectiveness of the diffusers.

The slide above (Today’s Results Show …) shows what the diffusers can really do. The
description above, relative to the Anchorage and Brandywine Canals, is what happened in the
Russell Canal last year when we had a fish kill. The Petherton Canal that was well stirred by
diffusers would not have presented the environment that could cause a fill kill.

George Junkin presented a comparison of the continuous monitor s at Petherton and Brandywine
for the month of July when the diffusers were turned off.

o The consensus was


The Brandywine Canal is probably a reasonable control for the diffuser test.



The diffusers tend to cause the DO to be higher in the diffuser canal when the
DO levels are low (<2.5mg/L).



The diffusers tend to cause the DO to be lower in the diffuser canal when the DO
levels are high (>4mg/L).



It is speculated that the diffusers do eliminate stratification that could cause fish
kills.



Since there was not an algal bloom this year, we cannot assess whether the
diffusers would cause there to be less algae in the diffuser canal.



Jack Whitney presented an approach to improve circulation in the canals

There was consensus among all present that the Town should go after a grant to have a
mathematical model of the canal system developed to enable analyses be performed to assess
the effectiveness that the above approach would have on circulation with or without the use of
pumps. George was given an action item to discuss the approach and possible grant
opportunities with the CIB.


Dave Wilson then presented a summary of water quality monitoring activities over the
past few years

The committee accepted Dave’s recommendation to reduce the number of hand held sites. It was
agreed to replace the site behind Jack Whitney’s house (SB09) with the south end of Carlisle
Canal and to eliminate readings at the continuous monitors since the hand held meters and
continuous monitor data correlated very well; and to continue to monitor the south end of York
Canal as a baseline for the oyster program.


Oyster Gardens
o There has not been any recent activity relative to oyster gardening.
o Dave Wilson reported that last September EJ picked up one of his two baskets and
replaced it with a basket of spat. So he now has one basket with about 2 or 3 years old
oysters and 1 basket of one year old oysters
o The CIB has been very busy with the large oyster cage grant for the York Canal and the
commercial aquaculture program.



Homeowner Education
o There was concern expressed that commercial grass cutters and others were blowing
grass clippings into the canal. This is addressed in the Town rules and in one of our

flyers. “If you use a lawn service, it is your responsibility to make sure they know town
rules that protect our canals; ‘no property owner shall permit or cause any cuttings or
clippings from vegetation to be dropped, blown, or otherwise deposited into the canals.’”
We obviously must do more to educate homeowners. It is a difficult task.
o It was suggested that we send out a package of flyers yearly to help educate the
homeowners.
o It was mentioned that new homeowners do get a package of flyers in a welcome bag.


Ron Wuslich and the Inland Bays Foundation (IBF)
o Ron discussed the difference between the IBF and the CIB. The CIB educates and
dose science things, they cannot advocate, lobby or litigate. The IBF is a 501 c 3
organization that can advocate, lobby and litigate. Both are working to clean up the
Inland Bays.
o Ron discussed his meetings with Collin O’Mara and with state legislators.
o He discussed his concern that the Pollution Control Strategy (PCS) published by
DNREC was mostly voluntary and was not very effective. He would like to see
Delaware focus as much energy on the Inland Bays as they are being forced to focus
on the Chesapeake Bay tributaries by EPA.



The meeting adjourned at 2:50 PM.

